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Advanced Motorcycle-Infrastructure-Driver Roll Angle Profile for Loss
Control Prevention

H. Slimi, H. Arioui, L. Nouveliere and S. Mammar

Abstract— In this paper, we present a new method for the
calculation of the maximum roll angle of a motorcycle autho-
rized during driving in curve situation. The proposed approach
takes into account the three elements of the driving situation
which are the vehicle the driver and the infrastructure. The
vehicle dynamics are represented by a dynamic four degrees of
freedom model which include longitudinal and lateral dynamics
of the motorcycle. The driver behaviour considers his ability
in deceleration taking into account his mobilized friction while
the infrastructure characteristics introduce a precise definition
of the road geometry and the maximal available friction.

I. INTRODUCTION
A precise description of the infrastructure and more

accurate vehicle dynamic characteristics make possible to
consider the development of a more relevant warning system.

This paper presents a computational method of the high-
est roll angle authorized by a motorcycle for driving the
upcoming curve. The interaction of the three actors which
are the vehicle, the driver and the infrastructure are taken
into account. The vehicle dynamics are represented by a
dynamic model which includes longitudinal load transfer.
The driver behaviour considers his ability in deceleration
while the infrastructure characteristics introduce a precise
definition of the road geometry (curvature, slope and road
bank angle) and the maximal available friction.

We also study the influence of the various parameters of
the infrastructure and the vehicle dynamics on the calculated
roll angle profile. We present and discuss then the simulation
results.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT: ARCHITECTURE FOR
THE WARNING SYSTEM

The long-term objective of this study is to present a
proposal for assistance to drivers of two-wheeled vehicles
by preventing them sufficiently in advance to anticipate
dangerous situations (figure 1) [11]. Recall that since 20
years there are 1000 to 1600 killed each year caused by
motorcycle, either a probability of death 21 times higher than
the other road users [12].

The main idea is to study and develop a system for
motorcycle safety which detects and alerts the driver for the
loss-control situations [11]. In figure 1 we present a proposal
architecture for assistance to drivers of two-wheeled vehicle.

The warning system is interacting with the triplet D-V-I
via a HMI interface. In the triplet D-V-I, the driver influences
the dynamic’s motorcycle by its inputs (Torque, roll and lean
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the warning system [11]

angle), the road also affects the vehicle through tire/road
contact, and dictates the desired trajectory for a driver.

The warning system exploits the information given by
different physical sensors, for known the changing dynamic
state and the variation of dynamic parameters. However,
these states and dynamic parameters are not directly mea-
surable: sensors do not exist yet, or they are prohibitively
expensive; in this case we can use the observers.

This paper is dedicated only to the generation of a max-
imum roll angle profile authorized, in cornering situation,
which will be a benchmarked limit for the warning system.
An alarm is delivered when this limit is reached.

III. EXISTING DESIRED ROLL ANGLE MODELS

The desired safe roll angle in a curve depends on the road
geometry, the surface conditions, the driver skills and the
rollover stability of the vehicle [1], [3]. The geometric factors
of a curve that are always fixed are its radius of curvature,
its slop and its superelevation or banking. The other road-
dependent factor is the maximum lateral friction factor that
can be generated by the road surface. The friction factor can
vary from vehicle to vehicle with (1) the temperature of the
surface, (2) condition of the road’s surface and (3) the tires
and longitudinal speed of the vehicle [1].

If we neglect any others parameter than the curvature ρ ,
the safe roll angle at which a vehicle can be kept on the road
while moving at a constant longitudinal speed on a circular
section is given by [1], [4]:



φdes = arctan
(

v2
xρ
g

)

= arctan
(

vxψ̇des

g

)

(1)

Where g is the gravity, vx is the longitudinal speed and
ψ̇des is the desired yaw rate. Due to the lack of any other
road geometry attribute than curvature in currently available
map databases [10].

One can go one step further by taking into account the
superelevation φr. Evangelou and al in [1], propose a formula
(2) for the maximum safe roll angle in curve, which takes
into account the geometry of the road in particular the
banking.

|φdes −φr|< arctan(µlimit)+arcsin




µlimit R

l0
√

1+µ2
limit



 (2)

This simplifies to

|φdes −φr|< arctan(µlimit)

µlimit is the friction limit, R is the tire crown radius, and the
distance between a motorcycle’s mass center and the center
of the tire crown is l0. The distance l0+R is the height of the
machine’s mass center [1] above a level road surface when
it is in its nominal configuration (vertical position).

The determination of the maximum authorized roll angle
in a curve is generally based on the information on lateral
acceleration [5]. These constraints express in particular, the
maximum road curvature according to acceptable maximum
lateral acceleration is between 0.2g m/s2 and 0.4g m/s2.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH FOR ROLL ANGLE
PROFILE GENERATION

The model of the maximum safe roll angle authorized in
curve developed by Evangelou and al in [1] (formula (2))
is more precise compared with the one given by formula
(1) because the banking and the friction limit are taken into
account. However, the vehicle dynamics and some attributes
of the road, as the slope and the driver behaviour are not
entirely taken into account. The following enhancements are
considered below.

The idea is to use the formula (1) φdes = arctan
(

v2
x ρ
g

)

that
is function of speed, then, we determine in the next section
the maximum speed authorized for negotiate a turn without
loss control, taking into account the dynamics of the vehicle,
the driver mobilized friction and the geometry of the road.

A. Motorcycle Dynamic Model

We chose a dynamic model of the vehicle which takes
into account at the same time the forces at the tire/road
contact point and the load transfer due to the longitudinal
accelerations [2], [6], [7], [8]. Other original models exist
[13]. We will describe the vehicle’s movements.

The longitudinal dynamics are given by two equations
which represent the longitudinal translation and the roll rate
moment:

Fig. 2. Parameters and Forces of the Motorcycle







M(v̇x −hφψ̈) = (Fx f +Fxr)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Flong

+M ·g · sin(φp)

Ixφ̈ = Mghφ − (Ff +Fr)h
(3)

Where Flong = (Fx f +Fxr) represents the longitudinal force
acting on the tires (front and rear) [10]. In the same way, the
lateral motion is described by two equations which represent
the effect of the lateral forces on the lateral movement and
the yaw rate ψ̇ :







M(ÿ+ ψ̇vx +hφ̈) = (Ff +Fr)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Flat

−M ·g · cos(φp)sin(φr)

Izψ̈ = l f ·Ff + lr ·Fr
(4)

Where y is the lateral displacement, Iz is the inertial
moment, around the z-axis, φ is the roll angle.

h, l f , lr parameters defining in figure 2. Flat = (Ff +Fr) is
the lateral force exerted on the front and rear tires.

1) Steady State Equilibrium: The tilt (roll) stability of the
motorcycle is ensured if the sum of the steady state moments
acting at the center of gravity of the vehicle is zero. That is
to say: Ixφ̈ = 0 ⇒ φ̈ = 0.

One can express the lateral forces on the front and rear
wheels using the system equation (4) as follows:







Ff =
1

l f + lr
(lr ·M · ÿ+ Izψ̈ + lr ·M ·g · sin(φr))

Fr =
1

l f + lr
(l f ·M · ÿ− Izψ̈ + l f ·M ·g · sin(φr))

(5)

In dynamic conditions, load can transfer to the front
wheels during braking and on the rear wheels during accel-
eration. When driver accelerates normal forces on the two
tires can be obtained as follows:







Z f =
1

l f + lr
(lr ·M ·g · cos(φr) · cos(φp)−h ·Flong)

Zr =
1

l f + lr
(l f ·M ·g · cos(φr) · cos(φp)+h ·Flong)

(6)



B. Tire Road Friction

The tire is one of the main components of the vehicle.
Indeed, it represents the interface of the aforementioned with
the external environment which is the road. It transmits the
guidance and braking/traction efforts [5]. The tire dynamic
behaviour is very complex and is linear only under certain
restricted conditions of operation. One observes various
phenomena like skidding and blocking.

Fig. 3. Friction Ellipse [5]

The Coulomb friction model is used to obtain the mo-
bilized friction µmob. Thus the transversal force Ft and the
normal force Fn = Z f +Zr are such that:

µmob =
Ft

Fn
≤ µmax (7)

Where µmax is the maximum available friction. Since:
F2

t = F2
lat +F2

long, we have:






µ2
mob =

F2
lat+F2

long
F2

n
= µ2

lat +µ2
long

µlat = Flat
Fn

µlong =
Flong

Fn

(8)

Making the following approximations of the yaw rate,
lateral and longitudinal accelerations:







γlat = ρ · v2
x

γlong =
dvx
dt = vx

dvx
ds

ψ̇ = ρ · vx

Under the assumption of the low values of the angles
(superelevation and slope), and according to (5), (6) and (8)
the expressions of the lateral and longitudinal frictions on
each wheel are:







µlat f =
µlat +

(
Iz

lrMg

)

ψ̈

cosφp −
(

hFlong
lrMg

)

µlatr =
µlat −

(
Iz

l f Mg

)

ψ̈

cosφp +
(

hFlong
lrMg

)

(9)

with :

{

µlat =
γlat
g + sinφr

µlong =
γlong

g − sinφp
(10)

In domain of speed considered, and given sizes of the pa-
rameters, we can make the following approximation

(
Iz

l f Mg

)

·

ψ̈ << µlat .
Moreover, using approximation of small angles, equation

(9) becomes:







µlat f =
µlat

1−
(

h·γlong
lrg

)

−φp

µlatr =
µlat

1+
(

h·γlong
lrg

)

−φp

µlat =
γlat
g +φr

µlong =
γlong

g −φp

(11)

The highest safe speed is defined considering the maxi-
mum friction. As we consider a two-wheeled vehicle model,
we have to find the maximum of the two mobilized frictions,
so:

µmax = max
(√

µ2
lat f +µ2

long f ,
√

µ2
latr +µ2

longr

)

(12)

C. Driver Behaviour

The driver is unceasingly obliged, according to informa-
tion which it takes on the environment, to define a speed
and a position appropriate to the situation of control [5].
Here the capacities of the driver in acceleration are taking
into account. The driver cannot mobilize the same level of
acceleration into longitudinal and lateral, and for this reason
we have to distinguish between the maximum friction in
longitudinal and lateral modes:

1 = max(

√
(

µlat f

µlatmax

)2

+

(
µlong f

µlongmax

)2

,

√
(

µlatr

µlatmax

)2

+

(
µlongr

µlongmax

)2

)

(13)

For comfort and safety reasons, and under good weather
conditions, a driver generally does not mobilize all the
available lateral and/or longitudinal friction; therefore we
represent the driver behaviour with through two adimensional
coefficients λlat , λlong and a maximum friction µmax [5].

µlatmax = λlat ·µmax and µlongmax = λlong ·µmax

It is well known that driver behaviour adapts according to
maximum available friction. We considered that the driver
behaviour varies inversely proportional to maximum friction
µmax.

{
λlong = ∆λlong ·µmax −λslip−long
λlat = ∆λlat ·µmax −λslip−lat

(14)

with:



{
∆λlong = λdry−long −λslip−long
∆λlat = λdry−lat −λslip−lat

(15)

Where, λdry (resp. λslip) represents the quantity of maxi-
mum friction that the driver can mobilize on a dry road (resp.
slipping road).

Finally, we get the following expressions for the maximum
speed in curve:

In deceleration case,

1 =

{

1
λlat ·µmax

(
ρv2

x
g +φr

1+ h
l f

(
vx
g

dvx
ds −φp

)

)}2

+

{
1

λlong·µmax

(
vx
g

dvx
ds −φp

)}2
(16)

In acceleration case,

1 =

{

1
λlat ·µmax

(
ρv2

x
g +φr

1− h
lr

(
vx
g

dvx
ds −φp

)

)}2

+

{
1

λlong·µmax

(
vx
g

dvx
ds −φp

)}2
(17)

with following limit conditions:







φp ≥ 0

v2
x =

g
ρ

{
(

1− h
l f

φp

)
√

1−
(

φp
λlongµmax

)2
·λlat ·µmax −φr

}

φp < 0

v2
x =

g
ρ

{
(

1− h
l f

φp

)
√

1+
(

φp
λlongµmax

)2
·λlat ·µmax −φr

}

(18)
The maximum roll angle authorized, when the motorcycle

negotiate a curve, according to the above formulas is:

φdes = arctan
(

v2
xρ
g

)

where v2
x is given by eqaution (18). According (1) and

(18) equations, we can express the maximum safe roll angle,
needed to negotiate a curve as follow (19):







φp ≥ 0

φ = tan−1

(
(

1− h
l f

φp

)
√

1−
(

φp
λlongµmax

)2
λlat µmax −φr

)

φp < 0

φ = tan−1

(
(

1− h
l f

φp

)
√

1+
(

φp
λlongµmax

)2
λlat µmax −φr

)

• The term
(

1− h
l f

φp

)

, shows the impact of load transfer
and its implication on the limitation of lateral mobilized
adhesion.

• The term

√

1−
(

φp
λlongµmax

)2
represents the longitudinal

mobilized adhesion, in purpose to keeping a constant
roll angle. In the next section, we show the effects of
different parameters.

V. PARAMETER EFFECTS ANALYSIS

This section illustrates the influence of the three parame-
ters of the infrastructure model (the slope, the superelevation
and the assumed road friction) and the influence of the load
transfer. Results are shown on figure 4.

A. Influence of the Superelevation

The main purpose of the road superelevation is to counter-
act the lateral acceleration. In figure 4, the curve simulated is
a left curve ρ > 0. A left curve normally has a negative su-
perelevation φr < 0. One can see that the roll angle difference
at the beginning of the curve can be high: for a superelevation
of −10 degrees, the roll angle is −14.2 degrees higher
than a superelevation of 0 degrees. At opposite, strongly
superelevated curves are known to be very dangerous ρ > 0
and φr > 0. One can see that the tilt (roll) angle estimate for
a superelevation of −10 degrees in a left curve leads to a
speed profile −5.488 degrees below the one computed for a
0 degrees.

Fig. 4. Effect of the superelevation on the maximum safe roll angle

B. Influence of the Slope

The second parameter of the infrastructure model is the
slope. To keep a constant roll angle (at constant longitudinal
speed) in a curve, the driver must accelerate or brake
the vehicle according to the sign of the slope, therefore
it will mobilize part of maximum available friction. So,
maximum safe roll angle (corresponding a maximum speed)
in a curve with a slope (positive or negative) is lower than
that calculated for a horizontal road. Figure 5 presents the
variation of the roll angle profile for different slopes, the safe
maximum roll angle decreases as the absolute value of the
slope increases.

C. Influence of the adhesion (friction)

The third parameter is the road adhesion. In the expression
of the boundary conditions equations (18) and (19), the
critical roll angle depends on the square root of the maximum
adhesion µmax. Figure 6 represents the variation of the roll
angle profile for different adhesion, we can observe that the
roll angle is proportional to the maximum road adhesion.



Fig. 5. Effect of the slop on the maximum safe roll angle

In the case of Figure 6, the maximum roll angle obtained
by full road adherence using the following simulation pa-
rameters

λlong = λlat = 0.4,φp = φr = 0 ⇒ φ = 5

Fig. 6. Effect of the Road Adhesion on the maximum safe roll angle

D. Influence of the load transfer

Figure 7 shows the effect of load transfer on the max-
imum longitudinal acceleration. Using the same conditions
as for previous simulations, but with a longitudinal driver
capacity, λlong = 1. The longitudinal deceleration is lower
when the load transfer is taken into account. The deceleration
decreases the maneuverability of the vehicle. In terms of
acceleration, the difference may be close to 50%. This effect
has a large influence on the roll angle.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, a new method for the calculation of the
highest safe roll angle authorized by two-wheelers vehicle
(motorcycles) for driving the upcoming curve was proposed.
This safe roll angle model takes into account the infrastruc-
ture characteristics using an accurate description of the road

Fig. 7. Effect of the Load Transfer

geometry (radius of curvature, slope and superelevation),
and the estimated maximal available friction, the vehicle dy-
namics and driver behaviour. Parameter effects analysis has
been performed. Moreover, the involvement of the vehicle
dynamics can be wider, by using observers to estimate the
center’s gravity of the system, the road adhesion, and the
geometry of the road (curvature, road bank and slop angle).
These aspects will be incorporated in prototype vehicle and
tested.
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